Discuss opportunities in transportation technologies with a leading VC fund from Silicon Valley

Autonomous Cluster Poland organizes a meeting with Robert Seidl. Robert Seidl is a Partner and managing director of Motus Ventures a seed venture capital fund from and business accelerator from Redwood City/Silicon Valley.

Programme

We will discuss business and technical challenges for autonomous vehicles.
There will be two presentations by Robert Seidl

18:00-18:15
Introduction of Autonomous Cluster Poland

18:15-18:45
Machine learning/Deep learning, the sense-plan-actuate pipeline, challenges and opportunities in building and validating complex systems (both sensor packages and AV software)

18:45-19:15
Motus portfolio companies - why there's a lot of opportunity in transportation and autonomous systems

19:15
Discussion & pizza/snacks

More about Motus Ventures

Motus typically invests in transportation sector, smart infrastructure, and software companies for autonomous systems and internet of things. Some of noticeable investments from Motus Ventures include:

- QUANERGY systems (LiDAR sensors for automotive industry) surpasses $1.5 Billion in valuation and investments from Delphi Automotive and Samsung
- Argus Cybersecurity - Israeli startup providing comprehensive cyber security solutions for the automotive industry
- Civil Maps - Civil Maps enables on-demand perception & actuation of the world around us by collecting and analyzing spatial data.